




 

 

 

March 15, 2023 

 

The Honorable Daniel Webster 

US House of Representatives 

213 Cannon House Office Building 

Washington, DC 20515 

 

E-mail DeliveryJaryn.Emhof@mail.house.gov(CoS) 

RE:  Support for Lake County Sheriff’s Office Community Project Funding Request 

 

Dear Congressman Webster, 

 

The Fruitland Park Police Department is excited to hear about Sheriff Peyton Grinnell’s request 

for Community Project Funding for rapid DNA equipment.  I understand that rapid DNA has an 

impressive track record in improving community safety while also demonstrating tremendous 

potential to improve law enforcement practices and outcomes into the future.  We offer our 

endorsement and respectfully request that you support Sheriff Grinnell’s funding request. 

We are continually looking to improve efficiency in our departments both as a responsibility to 

our taxpayers and to better allocate limited resources.  Rapid DNA not only improves law 

enforcement outcomes, it also provides increased efficiency.  Crime labs constantly face difficult 

prioritization decisions when allocating resources.  Crime labs are asked to process evidence 

from violent crimes such as sexual assaults and homicides.  A lab naturally finds it difficult to 

justify processing DNA evidence from a property crime when faced with a sexual assault victim 

waiting for DNA confirmation against their assailant.  Rapid DNA helps ease this burden by 

automating the process for low-complexity DNA samples.  This technology allows our state 

DNA lab to better focus its efforts on complex, high priority casework while local crime labs 

without DNA labs can generate scientific investigative leads themselves.  Importantly, rapid 
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DNA can also help to remove unconscious racial or other socio-economic biases in an 

investigation which improves community relations and the accuracy of law enforcement 

outcomes.  With rapid DNA , law enforcement will be able to rely on forensic  science in 

generating leads and identifying  criminal suspects, while at the same time eliminating the 

innocent.  Criminal investigations benefit, public safety benefits, and our community benefits. 

Rapid DNA will be a valuable tool and our community would benefit from its inclusion in our 

law enforcement practices.  Please let me know if we can do anything else to support this 

request. 

 

Chief Erik D Luce 
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March 15,2023

The Honorable Daniel Webster
US House of Representatives
213 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
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RE: Support for Lake County Sheriffls Office Community Project Funding Request

Dear Congressman Webster,

The Groveland Police Department is excited to hear about Sheriff Peyton Grinnell's request for
Community Project Funding for rapid DNA equipment. I understand that rapid DNA has an
impressive track record in improving community safety while also demonstrating tremendous
potential to improve law enforcement practices and outcomes into the future. We offer our
endorsement and respectfully request that you support Sheriff Grinnell's funding request.

We are continually looking to improve efficiency in our departments both as a responsibility to
our taxpayers and to better allocate limited resources. Rapid DNA not only improves law
enforcement outcomes, it also provides increased efficiency. Crime labs constantly face difficult
prioritization decisions when allocating resources. Crime labs are asked to process evidence
from violent crimes such as sexual assaults and homicides. A lab naturally finds it difficult to
justifu processing DNA evidence from a property crime when faced with a sexual assault victim
waiting for DNA confirmation against their assailant. Rapid DNA helps ease this burden by
automating the process for low-complexity DNA samples. This technology allows our state
DNA lab to better focus its efforts on complex, high priority casework while local crime labs
without DNA labs can generate scientific investigative leads themselves. Importantly, rapid
DNA can also help to remove unconscious racial or other socio-economic biases in an
investigation which improves community relations and the accuracy of law enforcement
outcomes. With rapid DNA , law enforcement will be able to rely on forensic science in
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generating leads and identifying criminal suspects, while at the same time eliminating the
innocent. Criminal investigations benefit, public safety benefits, and our community benefits.

Rapid DNA will be a valuable tool and our community would benefit from its inclusion in our
law enforcement practices. Please let me know if we can do anything else to support this
request.

Sincerely

Ramsey
Chief of Police
City of Groveland FL.34736
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